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Abstract— Origami robots are well-suited for jumping maneuvers because of their light weight and ability to incorporate
actuation and control strategies directly into the robot body.
However, existing origami robots often model fold patterns as
rigidly foldable and fail to take advantage of deformation in
an origami sheet for potential energy storage. In this paper, we
consider a parametric origami tessellation, the Reconfigurable
Expanding Bistable Origami (REBO) pattern, which leverages
face deformations to act as a nonlinear spring. We present
a pseudo-rigid-body model for the REBO for computing its
energy stored when compressed to a given displacement and
compare that model to experimental measurements taken on
a mechanical testing system. This stored potential energy,
when released quickly, can cause the pattern to jump. Using
our model and experimental data, we design and fabricate
a jumping robot, REBOund, that uses the spring-like REBO
pattern as its body. Four lightweight servo motors with custom
release mechanisms allow for quick compression and release of
the origami pattern, allowing the fold pattern to jump over
its own height even when carrying 5 times its own weight
in electronics and power. We further demonstrate that small
geometric changes to the pattern allow us to change the jump
height without changing the actuation or control mechanism.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In nature, jumping allows organisms to escape dangerous situations and surpass obstacles higher than their body
height. These maneuvers can be very important for robots
placed in uncontrolled or potentially hazardous environments. Recent jumping [1], [2] and hopping [3], [4] robots
have demonstrated that it is possible to jump several meters high [5] using a variety of mechanisms ranging from
snail cams [6] to snap-through buckling [2] to controlled
explosions [7]. Often, these mechanisms are carefully optimized [8] to attain a particular (usually maximum) jump
height within actuation constraints. Part of this optimization
includes an effort to minimize the weight of infrastructure
that is required to keep the mechanism together but serves
little other functional purpose. These optimizations often
sacrifice additional complexity, such as precise control of
jump height or jump angle [1], [6], [9]. When jumping height
can be controlled [10], [11], the mechanisms require precise
characterization and actuation strategies.
Simultaneously, origami-inspired robots [12] have
emerged as a method for reducing weight [13] and fully
integrating electronics [14] without sacrificing kinematic
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complexity [15]. Demonstrations for a wide variety of
locomotion modes, including walking [16], swimming [17],
worm-like locomotion [18], gliding [19], and flight [20],
indicate that origami robots may be suited to a similar range
of movements as robots fabricated through more traditional
means. However, because these robots are assembled from
thin films, which bend and deform, existing origami robots
have been limited to applications requiring small robots
carrying small loads.
Our main insight is that existing approaches to origami
design fail to leverage the a sheet’s ability to deform to create
stronger and more robust structures. The majority of origami
robots use a “rigid origami” model [21], which assumes
that faces are perfectly rigid and folds are rotational hinges,
often modeled as torsion springs [15]. When using this
model, all forces required for motion come from resistance
in the folds themselves, and the rigid faces are assumed to
maintain kinematic constraints (e.g., locking zero-degree-offreedom components) perfectly. Existing origami jumping
robots therefore must add additional springs [8] or carefully
chosen materials [14], [22] at select folds to store the
potential energy required to jump, when instead they could
store potential energy into the fold pattern itself.
In this paper, we explore an origami design’s non-rigid
deformation and use these insights to tune the mechanics of
an origami pattern for jumping behavior. Because origami
designs are folded from flexible sheets and not rigid panels,
the pattern can store and release potential strain energy, and
the body of the robot can serve a dual purpose as both frame
and jumping mechanism. By designing kinematic constraints
into a pattern, we control the amount of strain energy stored
in the robot’s body, allowing us to tune the potential energy
and thus the jump height through geometry changes, and
simplifying the actuation and control strategy.
Our work leverages the Reconfigurable Expanding
Bistable Origami (REBO) pattern [23], [24]. This is a
bistable origami pattern that, when folded, snaps between
compressed and expanded states. In contrast to our previous
study, which focused on the design geometry, we characterize
its spring-like behavior. Our contributions include:
• REBOund, an untethered origami jumping robot with
tunable jump height based on geometric parameters;
• an experimentally-verified pseudo-rigid-body model
that captures the effect of geometry on its forcedisplacement relationship and potential energy storage;
• a strategy for manipulating fold pattern geometry for
jump height control; and
• demonstrations of REBOund robots with different parameters and the ability to switch between them to
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Fig. 1. REBO pattern with parameters indicated. Changes to any of the
parameters on the fold pattern (a) affect the geometry of the folded state
(b). Solid lines indicate the paper boundary, and dashed lines indicate folds.

achieve jump heights of 97.4 mm and 123.4 mm.
Our results demonstrate how modeling the compliance of
an origami pattern in addition to its kinematics can produce
more integrated design and control strategies.
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section II presents
the REBO pattern and our mechanics model. Section III
contains our experimental characterization. Section IV details
our untethered REBOund robot design and strategy for geometrically controlled jump height. Section V describes our
experimental results. Section VI concludes with a discussion
of our results and future work.
II. REBO O RIGAMI PATTERN
A. Fold Pattern Parameterization
The Reconfigurable Expanding Bistable Origami (REBO)
pattern [23] used as the basis of our study is an nr × nc
origami tessellation of rectangular units (Fig. 1). Each unit
of the tessellation contains two vertical and two horizontal
creases on the boundary, and a diagonal crease at an angle
α on the interior. The vertical creases fold to an angle of π,
while the horizontal folds fold to angle of ±2β0 , depicted
in Fig. 1(b), which is dependent on the angle α. As a result,
each row of the pattern folds into a right frustum with nc
sides at an angle β0 from horizontal, producing a folded state
with a final height h. The variables do and di denote the outer
and inner diameters of the REBO, respectively. The exact
relationship between the fold pattern parameters nc , nr , a, b,
0 , and α and the folded state parameters do , di , h0 , and β0 is
outlined in [23]. Most importantly, decreasing α increases the
slant angle β0 and the layer height h0 . Similarly, increasing
the unit length 0 also increases h0 .
We use one layer (2 rows) of the tessellation for characterization and design. Under rigid origami assumptions,
each layer of the REBO would be theoretically locked. The
pattern experiences no face deformation in 2 configurations:
either expanded as stacked frusta (shown in Fig. 1(b)) or
compressed into nested frusta (when the horizontal creases
fold to ±π and h → −h0 ). Transitioning between the
two states requires the faces to deform through an alternate
injection and release of strain potential energy in the pattern
and resulting in snap-through between states.
B. Mechanics Model
To predict the strain energy stored in the pattern during
compression and expansion, we use the pseudo-rigid-body
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Fig. 2. We model the REBO pattern using a pseudo-rigid-body model
with a linear spring representing the inner diameter constraint. The faces
are modeled as 2 rigid links connected by a torsion spring.

model [25]–[27] depicted in Fig. 2. Because the REBO is
rotationally symmetric, we analyze a planar slice.
Due to the thinness of the folded material, the faces of
the REBO tend to bend rather than compress as the REBO
transitions between states. We therefore approximate the
faces as two rigid links connected by a torsional spring.
The placement of the torsional spring along the face with
length 0 depends on its geometry according to a parameter
γ ∈ [0, 0.5] [26]. The torsional spring has spring constant
kβ and rest angle β0 . As the REBO is compressed or
expanded to a height h, its shape deforms as in Fig. 2(b).
The bottom portion of each face maintains the slope angle
β0 of the undeformed REBO, and the top portion of the face
bends to accommodate. The rest angle β0 can be determined
theoretically using the equations in [23] or measured directly
from the fabricated pattern.
The pleats in the fold pattern allow for sliding between the
faces, meaning that the inner diameter of the folded REBO
is not fully constrained. Experimentally, this inner diameter
has been observed to change by up to 6% when the REBO
compresses. To model changes in the inner diameter, we use
a linear spring with spring constant kd and rest length di,0 ,
where di,0 can be computed as
di,0 = do − 20 cos β0

(1)

The REBO’s height h, slant angle β, and inner diameter
di are coupled by
γ = (1 − γ)0
h = γ0 sin β0 + γ sin β
di = do − 2 (γ0 cos β0 + γ cos β)

(2)
(3)
(4)

The potential strain energy U stored in the REBO is
U = Uβ + Ud
(5)
1
(6)
Uβ = kβ (β − β0 )2
2
1
(7)
Ud = kd (di − di,0 )2
2
The vertical reaction force F produced by the REBO is
dU
F =
= Fβ + Fd
(8)
dh
where combining with Eqs. (3), (4), (6), and (7) yields
kβ
dUβ
Fβ =
=
(β − β0 ) sec β
(9)
dh
γ
dUd
= −4kd γ (cos β − cos β0 ) tan β
(10)
Fd =
dh

TABLE I
PARAMETERS T ESTED (a = 15 MM , b = 3 MM , nc = 16)
α = 80◦

`0 ={20 mm, 25 mm, 27.5 mm, 30 mm,
32.5 mm, 35 mm, 40 mm}

`0 = 30 mm

α = {84◦ , 83◦ , 82◦ , 81◦ , 80.5◦ ,
80◦ , 79.5◦ , 79◦ , 78◦ }
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We fit the model parameters kβ , kd , and γ to the experimental tension curves using M ATLAB’s fmincon with
interior-point algorithm. The experimental measurements
were shifted so that the displacement was zero at the first stable equilibrium. Parameters were computed to minimize the
sum of squared error between predicted and measured force
at each displacement. One fit was performed for each sample
using all three sets of experimental data. Figure 4 shows the
resulting fits for three of these samples. The model matches
the general shape of the experimental force-displacement
curves. For most of the samples, such as Fig. 4(b), the
pseudo-rigid-body model is a good fit. However, when α
was high (e.g., Fig. 4(a)), the sample tended to buckle in
the bottom half, and the fit was not as good. For infeasible
samples such as Fig. 4(c), the model was unable to predict the
REBO’s behavior. This is not unexpected, since this model
theoretically cannot exist.

25

Fig. 3. (a) One trial of measured force vs. displacement for a REBO with
parameters `0 = 30 mm, α = 80.5◦ . Positive values for force indicate
compressive direction (down), and negative values indicate tension (up).
There are two stable equilibria and one unstable equilibrium. The area under
the tension curve between states (a) and (b) is the energy released when
jumping.

III. M ECHANICS M EASUREMENTS
We took experimental measurements over a parameter
sweep across 15 REBO samples with varying `0 and α values
(ref. TABLE I). The other fold pattern parameters were kept
constant at a = 15 mm, b = 3 mm, and nc = 16 for all
samples. We included two samples (`0 = 30 mm, α = 78◦
and `0 = 40 mm, α = 80◦ ) that are theoretically infeasible
due to self-collision in the folded state, but are practically
foldable. All REBOs had top and bottom rows of a =
15 mm, b = 3 mm, nc = 16, α = 90◦ , and h = 40 mm for
simpler mounting to measurement equipment. The samples
were fabricated from 0.127 mm thick PET film using a
Universal Laser Systems PLS4.75 laser cutter. Folds were
perforated at 35 pulses per inch.
A. Force-Displacement Curves
To verify our pseudo-rigid-body model and predict jump
height, we ran compression and tension tests for all samples
using an MTS Criterion Model 43 uniaxial testing machine
with 50 N load cell. The samples were attached to the system
using 3D printed PLA caps. Alternating compression and
tension tests were run on each REBO sample between its
fully extended and fully compressed states. For each sample,
three tests were run at 10 mm/min.
Figure 3 shows the force vs. displacement for one compression and tension trial for a REBO with `0 = 30 mm,
α = 80.5◦ . These nonlinear curves are typical of all of the
samples. Hysteresis can be observed, as the compression and
tension curves are not identical due to plastic deformation in
the folds as the REBO compresses. Since we are interested
in the energy released when the REBO decompresses, we
analyze the tension curves.

B. Jump Height
The experimental measurements and the model were used
to predict jump height. Referring to the tension curve in
Fig. 3, the REBO experiences two stable equilibrium states
(expanded state a and fully compressed state c), and one
unstable equilibrium state b in the middle. To calculate
energy stored in the REBO for a jump, we assume that the
REBO has been perturbed from c to b. (When the REBO
did not experience snap-through, then the local minimum
of force was used as the state b. For the pseudo-rigid-body
model, if there was no local minimum of force, the average b
for the corresponding experimental curves was used.) Then,
it moves on its own from the unstable equilibrium b to the
stable equilibrium a along the tension force-displacement
curve Ftension , releasing stored jumping energy Ujump and
jumping to a height z
Z b
Ujump =
Ftension (h)dh
(11)
a

Ujump
(12)
z=
mg
where m is REBO mass and g is gravitational acceleration.
Figure 5 compares energy storage predictions between
experimental tension curves and curves from the pseudorigid-body model. Both models agree on the general trends.
We also compared these jump height predictions against
samples tracked in an OptiTrack motion capture system.
Each REBO was manually compressed to just past its unstable equilibrium and released. A 21.1 g PLA cap was added to
the top of the sample to simulate mass of motors and control
electronics. Each sample was tested over a total of 10 trials.
Figure 6 shows the comparison between the motion capture
data (MC), jump heights predicted using the pseudo-rigidbody model (PRBM), and jump heights predicted from the
tension measurements (TM).
It is clear that both parameters `0 and α have an effect
on the jump height achievable by the REBO. In particular, increasing `0 decreases the jump height approximately
linearly. Increasing α tends to increase jump height until
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(a) `0 = 30 mm, α = 84◦
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(b) `0 = 30 mm, α = 80.5◦
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(c) `0 = 30 mm, α = 78◦

Fig. 4. REBO samples with measured force-displacement curves and fits of the pseudo-rigid-body model. The black scale bar is 2 cm. Stars on the
plots indicate the unstable equilibrium or a local minimum of force. These were the displacements used to predict jumping energy. (a) For high α values,
buckling occurs, but the model is able to match the general shape of the curve. (b) The spring model provides a good prediction for most middle `0 and
α values. (c) The pattern is theoretically infeasible with a negative β (which was clipped to a very small β in the model to avoid physically meaningless
solutions). This prevented the large change in di which could lead to an accurate bistable curve, so the model does not match.
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Fig. 5. Jump energy comparisons between experimental tension measurements (TM) and the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM). (a) Peak energy
storage increases, then decreases, with α. (b) Peak energy storage decreases
with l0 .
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Fig. 6.
Jump height comparison between motion capture data (MC),
predictions from experimental tension curve energy calculations (TM), and
the pseudo-rigid-body model (PRBM). (a) Jump height increases, then
decreases, with α. (b) Jump height decreases with `0 .

some maximum-height value at approximately α = 81◦ (for
`0 = 30 mm), after which jump height starts to decrease.
Theoretically, we should expect that as α increases, β0 also
increases, the distance over which the REBO is compressed
increases, and thus jump height increases. Practically, this
was not the case. We suspect that the difference lies in how
the REBO compresses when it has large α. Figure 4 shows
that for large α values, the bottom of the REBO buckles,
thus producing a lower effective α and slope angle β0 . As
a comparison, TABLE II lists the theoretical and measured
slope angles β0 for each of the samples in Fig. 4. The
α = 84◦ REBO actually has a β0 value close to that of the
α = 80.5◦ REBO, thus resulting in similar energy storage
and jump height. This was true for all REBOs with α ≥ 83◦ .

α (deg.)
84
80.5
78

β0,th (deg.)
58.10
32.72
N/A

β0,meas (deg.)
35.68
30.51
21.51

The predictions of the experimental tension measurements
and of the pseudo-rigid-body model agree very well with
each other, and with the motion-capture jump height data’s
overall trends. Except for the outliers at low α = 78◦ and
79◦ (which are not theoretically feasible) and at α = 84◦
(where there was some additional buckling), the pseudorigid-body model force-displacement curves tended to resemble Fig. 4(b) in fit quality, and their predicted jump heights
were always within 1 cm of the average tension-measurement
jump height.
Both the pseudo-rigid-body-model and the tension measurements underpredict experimentally measured jump
height. This may be due to a viscoelastic effect: we observed
that REBOs compressed for a longer time do not jump as
high. Energy which might be dissipated during a slow tension
test may be available during a quick jumping release.
IV. S TATE -S WITCHING REBO UND J UMPING ROBOT
Based on our experimental measurements, it is clear that
slight variations in `0 and α can have large effects on the
jumping behavior of the REBO design. We can therefore
manipulate the design parameters of the REBO fold pattern
to give us a desired jump height, even with a very simple
controller. To demonstrate this concept, we designed and
built a jumping robot (Fig. 7) using the REBO pattern as
a body. The pattern contains two different “states” which
can be activated based on the desired jump height.
A. Fold Pattern Parameters Embedding Two Jump Heights
We observe that the jumping height of the REBO pattern
can be manipulated either by changing `0 or by changing
α. We therefore created a state-switching REBO pattern
(Fig. 7(b)) embedding two designs with the same unit length
`0 but different α values. Due to the structure of the REBO
tessellation, the majority of the two patterns is the same,
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Fig. 7. Final state-switching REBOund design. (a) Assembled robot. (b) Full fold pattern for REBOund body, including 4 servo holders, 2 caps (circuit
layout on the top cap), and body with (`0 = 30 mm, α = 82◦ ) and (`0 = 30 mm, α = 79◦ ) patterns embedded. (c) Snapshots of REBOund actuation
over time.

with the only major difference being the introduction of two
diagonal folds, rather than the original single fold, at the two
desired α values.
Note that in the folded state, it is possible for only one
of these diagonal folds to be active at any one time, and
that if one is folded, the other must lie flat. The pattern
can be switched manually from one state to the other by
pulling on the frustum to activate the α = 82◦ set of folds,
or pushing on the frustum to activate the α = 79◦ set of
folds. Interestingly, intermediate states can be activated by
activating different folds on each of the different columns of
the REBO, although in this case the structure may no longer
be rotationally symmetric.
For our experiments, we chose fold pattern parameters
nc = 16, a = 15 mm, b = 3 mm, `0 = 30 mm, with α = 79◦
and α = 82◦ . Holes were added to four sides of the pattern to
mount servomotors and tendons. In addition, two caps were
fabricated for the top and bottom of the robot to maintain
the outer diameter of the robot at do .
B. Fabrication
The robot body was cut out of 0.127 mm thick PET
film using a PLS4.75 laser cutter. Folds were perforated at
40 pulses per inch. Four servomotors (Turnigy TGY-0025)
capable of producing a torque of 0.8 kg-cm each actuate
the REBO. The servos were mounted using folded servo
holders, which were attached to the REBO body using tabs
and slots. Strings connecting the servomotors to holes in
the REBO pattern allow the servomotors to compress the
robot. The servomotor horns were designed with a P-shaped

TABLE III
M ASS B REAKDOWN OF REBO UND ROBOT
REBOund component
fold pattern
servo motors and horns
electronics
batteries
total

Mass (g)
6.9
17.8
5.2
8.8
38.7

hole to release strings quickly. They were 3D printed from
PLA on a Makerbot 2. The servos were controlled using an
Arduino Pro Mini mounted to the top cap. The components
were electrically connected via a flexible circuit board cut
out of copper foil using a Cameo Silhouette vinyl cutter and
adhered to the inside of the top cap. The entire fabrication
takes less than 3 hours. Figure 7(a) shows the final result.
The robot weighs a total of 38.7 g, with mass breakdown
given in TABLE III.
C. Control
Because the jumping height control is embedded into
the fold pattern itself, the control strategy for the robot is
relatively simple (ref. Fig. 7(a), bottom right). The microcontroller was programmed to set the servomotors to an initial
angle of θ0 = 30◦ from vertically downward. At this point,
the strings are taut and the REBO is fully expanded. In order
to jump (triggered by a push button), all four servomotors
rotate dθ = 120◦ counterclockwise. The string is pulled, and
the REBO is compressed a distance of
dh = rh [cos θ0 − cos(θ0 + dθ)]

(13)
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where rh = 22 mm is the radius of the servomotor horn.
Once the servomotor horn rotates to point near vertically
upward, the strings slip off the inside of the P, snap, and
release the REBO to jump. Afterwards, the servomotors
return to their initial angle to prepare for a new jump.
The main control challenge is that compressing the REBO
creates large internal stresses in the material. When multiple
α options are available, the pattern tends to snap into the
lower-α state during compression. Thus, in the absence
of any internal constraints, the REBOund will default to
jumping at the lowest jump height. To prevent this, we
3D-printed a small cylinder to insert at the center of the
REBOund that enforces that the inner radius ri remain at
its larger (higher α) value. We currently manually insert this
cylinder to change jump height. Future work would include
actuating this state change. Note that there is no change to
the input control signal sent to the servomotors as a result
of the state change.
V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
TABLE IV shows the results of jumping experiments with
the state-switching REBOund robot. Data for six jumps was
taken for each state of the robot. The α = 79◦ state resulted
in mean jump heights of 97.4 mm, with a standard deviation
of 8.5 mm over the 6 trials In comparison, the α = 82◦ state
resulted in mean jump heights of 123.4 mm, with a standard
deviation of 5.4 mm. Thus, by changing the angle α by only
3◦ , we can change the jump height of the REBOund by
over 25 mm (21.1%). Compared to the hand-actuated tests
in Section III-B, these robots jumped about 18% to 26%
lower. Since, the final mass of the robot was 38.2% higher
than that of the hand-actuated sample, the robots actually
jumped 1% to 13% higher than expected. This increase in
performance can be attributed to the greater synchronicity
between the four servomotors than can be achieved by hand.
To understand the impact of the extra folds added to
the state-switching REBOund design, we also fabricated a
single-state REBOund containing only one set of diagonal
folds corresponding to the α = 79◦ pattern. Measurements
over 6 jump tests on this design resulted in a mean jump
height of 138 mm, with a standard deviation of 8.4 mm. This
seems to indicate that introducing additional folds reduces
jump height, even when the folds are not active. This makes
sense given that the additional folds are perforated into
the material, overall weakening the face and reducing its
stiffness. Further investigation is required to fully understand
the impact of these additional folds on the REBO mechanics.
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P ERFORMANCE OF REBO UND ROBOT VS . H AND -ACTUATED T ESTS
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Values of kβ , kd , and γ vary with `0 and α.

VI. D ISCUSSION
This paper presents an approach to using and controlling
origami compliance for jumping behaviors. We characterized
the mechanics of the REBO pattern and its capability for
potential energy storage. Using our spring-based pseudorigid-body model, we predicted jump height of REBOs
with different two-dimensional parameters. We designed an
untethered jumping robot, REBOund, which was able to
jump up to 123.4 mm and switch between a high- and lowjumping state.
Our results demonstrate that folding can be a tool not
only for decreasing weight, as seen in previous robots,
but also for actively designing and tuning a robot’s bodily
compliance. It is important to note that the REBO pattern
itself was the source of spring potential energy used in
jumping, and that this 6.9 g piece of folded material was
capable of lifting over five times its own weight by more
than its own height. We did not in this study optimize
the electronics and actuation strategy, instead using off-theshelf servomotors and microcontroller boards. Integrating
computation and actuation directly into the REBO pattern
itself will substantially improve jumping performance.
Future work includes a deeper understanding of how the
REBO’s geometric parameters can be used to predict the
parameters of our pseudo-rigid-body model. Figure 8 shows
that experimentally fit values of kβ , kd , and γ depend
strongly on α. The same is true of changes with respect to `0 .
Understanding the nature of that dependency will strengthen
our ability to precisely design the robot’s jumping behavior.
Furthermore, this design lends itself to directional jumping. During experiments, we noticed that when the motors
were not synchronized, the release strings snapped at different times, and the robot tended to jump at an angle in the
direction opposite the string that snapped first. Intentionally
actuating the motors at different times could allow us to
control jump direction, at the possible expense of height.
Finally, while we manually changed the state of the fold
pattern in our experiments, we envision a future design where
the slant angle β0 can be actively controlled on-site. Note that
in our state switching pattern, the switch between the two
states resulted from an angular difference in α of only 3◦ , or
a shift in vertex location of only 2 mm (out of a tessellation
unit side length of 15 mm). This is an in-plane geometry
change of 30%. Future work includes investigating methods
for embedded, planar, and distributed actuation strategies
that will allow us to manipulate the fold pattern for tunable
stiffness to control dynamic jumping behaviors at execution
time.
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